
CONTRIBUTION OF MULK RAJ ANAND

The pioneer of Indian English literature, Mulk Raj Anand was born in a Hindu Family of Kshatriyas on 12Dei, in
Peshawar, the central city.

Punjab was the very vortex of nationalistic activities. His novel fall into two categories namely social and
autobiographical novel. India content, video and text from online Indian encyclopedia India Video launched in
in association with UNESCO, New Delhi, has in store thousands of text and videos on Indian subjects like
Indian culture, history, travel, art, heritage, yoga, beauty, cuisine, food, health, major Government of India
websites, government institutions and events.. One of the pioneer of Indo-Anglican Fiction ,he togather with
R. Read More Indian English He was sophisticated and cosmopolitan in his outlook and philosophy of life, but
was impatient of transcendentalism and skeptical of religion. In the form of books it is around volumes of
highly creative, as well as profoundly scholastic, works, all in English. The Cow of the Barricades The
Serpent and the Rope , a semi autobiographical novel recounting a serach for Spiritual truthi n Europe and
america established him as one of the finest Indian Prose stylists and won him the Sahitya Academic Award in
 Indian writer of English fiction were neither many nor significant until the begining of the present century. At
the same time, he also supported freedom elsewhere around the globe and volunteered in the Spanish Civil
War. The other two are R. His writings have influenced Indian writing in various languages. Compared to
drama and poetry ,the art of fiction is quite new. He also founded a literary magazine, Marg , and taught in
various universities. Ref: 1. Mulk Raj Anand Anand became an exciting name with his early novels
Untouchable, Coolie and Two leaves and Bud in which he started the new trend of realism and social protest
in Indian English fiction. And in this book, he incorporated the Punjabi and Hindustani idioms into English
and was considered as the Charles Dickens of India. While working in a restaurant to support himself, he
attended University College London as an undergraduate and later studied at Cambridge University , earning a
Ph. Anand himself was steadfast in his belief that politics and literature remained inextricable from one
another [15]. Anand wrote a trilogy, a series of three novels dealing with the same protagonist called Lal Sing.
Untouchable is probably Anand's most accomplished novel. Anand was a lifelong socialist. In his novels, he
portrays the doomed life of the downtrodden and the oppressed. During the s, he worked with the International
Progress Organization IPO on the issue of cultural self-awareness among nations. The novel's introduction
was written by his friend E. Mulk Raj's novel, 'The Untouchables', was the forerunner of this genre, and the
western literary circles pricked up their ears and eyes to the birth of this new writing. In Anand embarked on a
project to write a seven-part autobiography titled "seven ages of man", of which he was only able to complete
four parts beginning in with Seven Summers, followed by Morning Face, "Confession of a Lover" and
"Bubble". Religious,hypocrisy,feudal system East and west encounter,the place of woman in the society
,superstitions aremajor themes. K narayana Preface :- This three novelists are concidered as the pioneer s of
Indian writing in English. You may also like:. The novel follows a single day in the life of Bakha, a
toilet-cleaner, who accidentally bumps into a member of a higher caste, triggering a series of humiliations. He
died in , leaving a great wealth of writings and memories of a source of powerful influence. He, in company
with Raja Rao and R. Learn More in these related Britannica articles:. The main theme of the novel is
untouchable as a problem in Hindu society. Quite apart from its structural cohesiveness, its prose subtly picks
up the dense corporeality and tactility of Bakha's existence. A prolific writer, Anand first gained wide
recognition for his novels Untouchable and Coolie , both of which examined the problems of poverty in Indian
society. Anand is admired for his novel and short stories,Which have acquired the status of being classic
works of modern Indian English literature. Untochable  His four books up-to-date are the novel When Anand
took to pen, Indian life was seething with unrest.


